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Abstract

Objective: To compare empirical and mechanistic modeling approaches for describing HIV-1 RNA viral load
trajectories after antiretroviral treatment interruption and for identifying factors that predict features of viral
rebound process.
Methods: We apply and compare two modeling approaches in analysis of data from 346 participants in six
AIDS Clinical Trial Group studies. From each separate analysis, we identify predictors for viral set points and
delay in rebound. Our empirical model postulates a parametric functional form whose parameters represent
different features of the viral rebound process, such as rate of rise and viral load set point. The viral dynamics
model augments standard HIV dynamics models–a class of mathematical models based on differential
equations describing biological mechanisms–by including reactivation of latently infected cells and adaptive
immune response. We use Monolix, which makes use of a Stochastic Approximation of the Expectation–
Maximization algorithm, to fit non-linearmixed effectsmodels incorporating observations that were below the
assay limit of quantification.
Results: Among the 346 participants, themedian age at treatment interruptionwas 42. Ninety-three percent of
participants were male and sixty-five percent, white non-Hispanic. Both models provided a reasonable fit to
the data and can accommodate atypical viral load trajectories. The median set points obtained from two
approaches were similar: 4.44 log10 copies/mL from the empirical model and 4.59 log10 copies/mL from the
viral dynamicsmodel. Bothmodels revealed that higher nadir CD4 cell counts andART initiation during acute/
recent phase were associated with lower viral set points and identified receiving a non-nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI)-based pre-ATI regimen as a predictor for a delay in rebound.
Conclusion: Although based on different sets of assumptions, both models lead to similar conclusions
regarding features of viral rebound process.
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1 Introduction

Although antiretroviral therapy (ART) suppresses HIV replication thereby slowing disease progression, it
cannot eradicate the infection. Even among those with suppressed virus, latent HIV reservoirs exist as
replication-competent proviruses integrated into human DNA of infected cells; these reservoirs can induce
viral rebound when ART is discontinued (Vanhamel, Bruggemans, and Debyser 2019). HIV-1 RNA viral load
(VL) measures the amount of virus released from infected cells into the blood plasma and provides essential
information about disease progression (Dybul et al. 2002; Mellors et al. 1997). After ART discontinuation,
viral load usually increases sharply to a peak within 10 weeks, followed by a decrease to a level that is
somewhat stable over a timescale of months; this level is often referred to as a set point. Characterizing
features of the viral rebound trajectories (such as the delay in rebound and the set point) and identifying
host, virological, and immunological factors that are predictive of these features are central to HIV cure
research (Julg et al. 2019).

A variety of empirical and dynamic modeling approaches have been proposed to characterize viral load
trajectories in primary infection and after treatment initiation (Wu 2009). These models often provide both
biological interpretability and mathematical simplicity. For example, Wu and Ding (1999) showed that a
simple bi-exponential nonlinearmixed effectsmodel (NLME) can be used tomodel viral decay process in the
first and second phases after ART initiation. Wu and Zhang (2002) extended the bi-exponential model to a
semi-parametric NLME model, where the second-phase viral decay rate was modeled by a time-dependent
smooth curve instead of a constant value. Fitzgerald, DeGruttola, and Vaida (2002) proposed a two-
component NLMEmodel for the trajectory of HIV-1 RNA until rebound, in which one component models the
second-phase decay process and the other component reflects the development of viral resistance to
treatment with possible viral rebounds. These models were developed with non-linear functional forms to
describe variable rates of decline or decline followed by viral rebound while on potentially failing antire-
troviral treatment. Vaida and Liu (2009) used a four-parameter logistic functional form to model viral load
trajectories for acutely infected subjects. Moulton, Curriero, and Barroso (2002) proposed a Bernoulli/log-
gammamixturemodel with shared parameters to investigate the effects of an antiretroviral therapy regimen
on HIV-1 shedding in the seminal fluid.

In addition to modeling the non-linear trajectory with a specific parametric functional form, such a
trajectory can be accommodated by incorporating pre-specified change points in linearmodels (Thiébaut et al.
2005) as well as the use of cubic B-splines in regression models (Brown, Ibrahim, and DeGruttola 2005) and of
penalized spline approaches (Liang and Xiao 2006; Zhao et al. 2020). These methods require specification of
the change points or selection of knots, although the penalized spline approach is less sensitive to the number
and location of knots compared to the regression spline approach.

Methods to fit linear and nonlinear mixed effects models that relax the normality assumptions on the
random errors and random-effects (Huang and Dagne 2010, 2012; Lachos, Bandyopadhyay, and Dey 2011;
Matos et al. 2013; Garay et al. 2017), and/or account for the left-censoring of viral load values due to the lower
limit of assay quantification (Dagne 2016; Lachos et al. 2015; Lavielle 2014; Vaida and Liu, 2009; Vaida,
Fitzgerald, and DeGruttola 2007; Wang et al. 2020) have been investigated. Here, we consider a parametric
model with a flexible functional form that mimics the shape of observed viral rebound trajectories after
treatment interruption and is also intended to provide biological insights (Wang et al. 2020). Key features of
viral rebound trajectories such as the viral load set points and rates of rise are represented by parameters in the
model.

Mechanistic mathematical models, represented as systems of non-linear ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), are well-established tools to describe the dynamics of HIV infection. Earlier pio-
neering work by Ho et al. (1995), Wei et al. (1995), and Perelson et al. (1997) lead to the development
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of the basic model of “viral dynamics”, and much subsequent work has focused on including
additional interactions, such as antiviral immune responses (see Nowak and May (2000); Perelson and
Ribeiro (2013); Schwartz et al. (2016); Perelson and Ribeiro (2013) for a review). In these models, the
parameters represent quantities with clear biological meaning – such as the rate of clearance of free
virus from the plasma or the number of virions released from an infected cell – some of which can be
estimated directly from experiments (Chen et al. 2007; Ramratnam et al. 1999), but others are very
difficult to measure directly (such as in vivo viral fitness or the lifespan of infected cells). By fitting
these models to viral load trajectories, the goal is to estimate the values of these parameters and
hence gain quantitative insights into the dynamics and pathogenesis of HIV. While most model-fitting
has focused on the viral dynamics after treatment initiation (Drylewicz, Commenges, and Thiebaut
2012; Markowitz et al. 2003; Prague et al. 2012), there has been a recent surge of interest in the
dynamics of viral rebound after treatment interruption. Many of these investigations have focused on
estimating the rate of reactivation of the latently infected cells that kick-start viral rebound (Borducchi
et al. 2018; Conway and Perelson 2015; Hill et al. 2016; Pinkevych et al. 2015; Rong and Perelson
2009).

In this paper, we use a model of viral dynamics that is augmented to include antiviral immune responses
and reactivation of latently infected cells (Prague et al. 2019). Although this model is implemented as a
deterministic systemof ODEs, its structure is such that itmimics the dynamics of stochastic and variable delays
until reactivation of virus from latency. Both identifiability of, and inference on, model parameters for such
complex nonlinear models are known to be challenging. To account for within- and between-individual
variations in the model parameters, methods have been developed to use statistical random effects models in
conjunction with non-linear ODE dynamical systems. Early work includes Putter et al. (2002); Huang, Liu, and
Wu (2006); Samson, Lavielle, and Mentré (2006), and Guedj et al. (2007) among others, and more recent work
include Prague et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2014), and Liu et al. (2019).

The aim of this paper is to investigate and compare the two aforementioned modeling strategies, para-
metric nonlinear mixed effect modeling and mechanistic mathematical modeling, for characterizing the HIV
viral load rebound process after treatment discontinuation. These models can also aid in identifying bio-
markers that predict features of this process. Section 2 introduces the notation and formulation of thesemodels
and describes the fitting procedures. Section 3 describes the dataset from six AIDS Clinical Trial (ACTG)
analytic treatment interruption (ATI) studies used in our analyses and presents results from fitting the models
to these data. We compare the models using the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), the Bayesian Information
Criteria (BIC), and the correctedBayesian Information Criteria (BICc).We also use graphical display to compare
the goodness of fits for the two models. In addition, we use both models to identify pre-ATI predictors for
features of the viral rebound process. We conclude the paper with a discussion in Section 4.

2 Modeling the viral load trajectory

2.1 Notation

Let yij be the log10-transformed HIV viral load of the ith subject at jth time point after treatment interruption, tij
be the corresponding time point, where i=1, 2, … , n and j=1, 2, … , ni. We investigate two models that
characterize trajectories of yij over time.

2.2 A parametric nonlinear mixed effect model

Parametric nonlinear mixed effect models for HIV viral load dynamics are an active area of research. Wang
et al. (2020) proposed a nonlinear mixed effect model that can capture the HIV viral load dynamics after
treatment interruption for both viral rise to a peak value and viral decay phase to a fairly stable value (referred
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to as set point). Individual trajectories can be estimated by incorporating random effects onmodel parameters.
Specifically, the model is:

yij � h(βi, tij) + εij, εij ∼ N(0, σ2)

h(βi, t) � β1i
t

t + eβ2i−β3it
+ β4i

1
1 + eβ5i t

Here βki � βk + τki, k=1,2,3,4,5, where the random effects τi � (τ1i, τ2i, τ3i, τ4i, τ5i)T are assumed to follow a
multivariate normal distribution τi ∼ N(0,G) for some positive definite matrix G. The random effects τi are
assumed to be independent of the errors εij. We use β to denote the vector consisting of βk, k=1, … , 5.

This choice of model takes into consideration the biological interpretability of parameters. The functional
form, shown above, includes a specific parameter (β1) to represent viral set point, the level at which virus tends
to be stable over time. Delay in rise and rate of rise are characterized by β2 and β3, respectively. β4/2 represents
the starting value, and β5, the rate of decline from the peak. The proposed model allows direct assessment of
covariate effects on parameters of interest (e.g., those that characterize viral set point). In Section 3, we
estimate the covariate effects on various parameters of this model to identify pre-ATI predictors for features of
viral rebound process.

2.3 A viral dynamics model

As mentioned above, mechanistic models, often formulated as systems of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs), have been used tomodel HIV viral load trajectories after ART initiation (Wu 2005). Mechanisticmodels
have the advantage of being able to incorporate scientific knowledge regarding mechanisms – in our setting,
this knowledge includes the interactions of HIV viral particles and immune cells. For our analyses, we use a
version of the viral dynamics model that allows for the presence of latently infected cells and immune
responses to HIV antigens. The refined model is flexible enough to describe two different possible patterns of
rebound kinetics depending on the size and reactivation rate of the latent reservoir: (1) latent cells reactivate
frequently and rebound occurs rapidly, and (2) reactivation from latency is rare and the delay until the first
lineage arises from the latent cells is variable. Previously proposed viral dynamics models do not account for
pattern (2) and might therefore lead to underestimation of the reservoir reactivation rate. This model has been
shown to perform well in fitting HIV/SIV rebound data (Prague et al. 2019).

This five-dimensional ODE system includes the following variables: uninfected cells (T), infected cells (I),
effector immune cells (E), free virus (V) and precursor immune cells (P). It is described by the following set of
equations:

Ṫ � λ − βTV − dTT

İ � a + βTV
1 + (E/NE) − dII

V̇ � kI − cV

Ṗ �m + p(1 − f ) V
V + NP

P − dPP

Ė � pf
V

V + NP
P − dEE

As depicted in Figure 1C, uninfected target cells T are produced at a constant rate λ and die at rate dT. Free
virusesV, cleared at rate c, enter target cells T at infection rate β and produce infected cells I, which release free
viruses at rate k. The precursor immune cells are produced at a constant rate m and die at rate dP. They
encounter viral antigen, proliferate at rate pV/(V + NP) and produce effector immune cells E. A fraction f of
precursor cells revert to the precursor state. During viral rebound, m primarily represent reactivation of
memory cells. Effector cells reduce the rate of infection to β/(1 + E/NE). Latently infected cells reactivate at rate
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a, or expressed anotherway, every tadays on average.When latent cell activation is rare, there can be longwait
times until the first cell reactivates. The mathematical relationship between the fitted parameter ta and the
effective reactivation rate a in the ODE is described in detail in Prague et al. (2019).

To achieve parameter identifiability, a subset of parameters are assumed to be known and set to fixed
values. Prague et al. (2019) provided a detailed identifiability analysis for this model, where they used the
method of invariance to scaling transformations described in Castro and de Boer (2020) to examine the
identifiability of the model parameters based on viral load data only. These results were further confirmed
usingmethods based ondifferential algebra (Bellu et al. 2007) and exact arithmetic rank (Karlsson, Anguelova,
and Jirstrand 2012). In summary, nearly all of the parameters are theoretically identifiable, except that one
parameter fromeach of the sets {λ, a, k} and {NE,m} is always non-identifiable. Thismotivates the decision tofix
k andNE. However, despite the theoretical identifiability, the simulation studies in Prague et al. (2019) revealed
the difficulty in identifying these parameters in practice. Therefore, the values of f, c, dT, dI, dE, and dP are fixed
using previously reported experimental estimates as in Prague et al. (2019). The parameters that remain to be
estimated are: λ, m, p, Np, ta, and β. In Section 3, we assess covariate effects on different aspects of viral
dynamics and rebound trajectories.

2.4 Model fitting

Both models are fit using Monolix, which makes use of a Stochastic Approximation of the Expectation–
Maximization algorithm (Samson, Lavielle, and Mentré 2006) with random effects included on all parameters.
The viral load values below level of quantification and the random effects are treated as missing data. At each
iteration, the missing data are imputed using Gibbs sampling. The random effects are sampled from their
conditional distribution conditional on observed data, imputed censored observations, and current parameter
values, using a Metropolis–Hastings algorithm as outlined in Comets, Lavenu, and Lavielle 2011. The unob-
served censored (i.e., below assay limit) observations are imputed from their conditional distribution condi-
tional on observeddata, sampled randomeffects, and current parameters. Note that conditional on the random
effects, the unobserved censored observations from the same individual are independent; hence, they can be
imputed separately from a truncated normal distribution. This imputation strategy is then usedmultiple times
to approximate the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood for the subsequent maximization step. The

Figure 1: Summary of both the empirical and viral dynamicsmodel. In (A) and (B) below, the effect of each individual parameter is
demonstrated by changing only that parameter compared to a reference case. (A) Time course of viral load simulated by the
empirical model. Parameters: for reference (and fold-change), β1 � 4.0 (0.8), β2 � 3.0 (0.5), β3 � 1.0 (0.5), β4 � 3.0 (0.5),
β5 � 0.3 (0.5). (B) Time course of viral load simulated by the viral dynamics model. Parameters: for baseline (and fold-change),
ta=0.01 (100),m=1.0 (100), p=1.0 (2),NP=10

4 (100), λ � 300 (2),β � 6e − 7 (2). For the λ andβ curves, the reference case is that of
higherNP, since onlywhen there is aweak immune response (highNP) do λ andβ impact the set point and peak. Other parameters
arefixed at valuesused inmodelfitting. Note that the units that go into themodel are viral load (copies/mL) and time (days) for the
viral dynamics model but log10 viral load and time (weeks) for the empirical model. (C) Diagram of the key interactions described
by the viral dynamics model. The model tracks the reactivation of latently infected cells, the spread of virus between target cells,
and an antiviral immune response that limits infection. Details provided in the text.
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standard error is calculated using the Fisher information matrix corresponding to the observed likelihood,
obtained by stochastic approximation (Comets, Lavenu, and Lavielle 2011).

We evaluate the effect of pre-ATI predictors on delay in rebound and viral set points. For the empirical
NLMEmodel, delay in rebound is captured by parameter β2 and the viral set point is represented by parameter
β1. For the viral dynamics model, delay in rebound is characterized by ta. Although the viral set point is not a
parameter in the viral dynamics model, it can be obtained by finding the equilibrium of the dynamical system
for which viral load is non-zero. We used the rootSolve package in R to solve for viral set points. Covariate
effects on β1, β2, and ta are assessed by adding a term for each covariate, the product of a fixed-effect parameter
and the covariate, to these parameters and fitting the model. This allows for estimation of model parameters
including covariate effects in a single step. For estimation of the covariate effect on viral set points for the viral
dynamics model, we use a two-step procedure: (1) calculate these set points from the model, and (2) fit a least
squares regression model of the set points on the covariates.

3 Results based on six ACTG studies

3.1 Data source

We obtained data from six ACTG studies: 371 (Volberding et al. 2009), A5024 (Kilby et al. 2006), A5068
(Jacobson et al. 2006), A5130 (Gandhi et al. 2009), A5187 (Rosenberg et al. 2010), A5197 (Schooley et al. 2010), in
total of 346 participants. These participants were on suppressive ART for various amount of time and all
participants had suppressed viral load (e.g., <50 copies/mL) at the start of treatment interruption.

The measurement times varied 0 to 225 weeks after treatment interruption; 74.5% of measurements were
collected before week 24 after treatment interruption. As our main interest lies in the time period before
participants achieve set point and as most do so before 24 weeks, we restrict our analyses to the first 24 weeks
following ART discontinuation. Studies 371, A5024, A5068, A5130, A5187, A5197 contribute 15.8, 17.9, 26.2, 9.1,
5.6, 25.4% of measurements, respectively. For participants of ACTG 371, A5024, A5068, and A5197, viral loads
were typically measured weekly or biweekly until week 12, then every 4 weeks thereafter. A5187 participants
had viral loads measured biweekly up to week 22; A5130 participants were measured weekly up to week 12,
then biweekly until week 20, and every 4 weeks thereafter.

Among the 346 participants, themedian age at treatment interruptionwas 42 and the 25 and 75%quantiles
were 37 and 47. 93% of participants were male and 65%, white non-Hispanic. Table 1 presents descriptive
statistics for the participant population. In the combined dataset, 22.9% viral load measurements were
censored at the lower limit of assay quantification, which was 50 copies/mL in these studies. Most participants
(89.9%) had censored observations before or on week 3; only 5.5% had censored observations after week 10.

ACTG 371 tested the hypothesis that ART in early HIV infection achieves better viral control in acute
compared to recent infection 24 weeks after treatment interruption (Volberding et al. 2009). Except for 371,
participants in the other five studies were randomized to various immune-stimulating interventions or placebo
prior to ART interruption (see Table 1). No intervention was given to participants after treatment interruption.

3.2 Model fitting results

Figure 2 presents the individual data trajectories for all 346 individuals (panel (A)) and fitted curves for a
randomly selected nine individuals using the twomodeling approaches (panel (B)). The point estimate and the
95% confidence interval estimates for the fixed effects parameters are provided in Table 2. The estimated viral
load set point β1 was 3.61 log10 copies/mL from the empirical NLME model. For the viral dynamics model, the
estimated target cell input rate λwas 494 (cells/ mL-day), and the estimated viral infectivity rate, β, 3.72 × 10−7

(mL/copies-day). The estimated time between latent cell reactivations, ta, and the immunememory input rate,
m, were 0.03 (days) and 67.9 (cells/mL-day) respectively. Maximal immune proliferation rate p was 5.57/day.
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Finally, the half-maximally stimulating level of virusNpwas 40.4 × 105 (copies/mL). Themodel fitting statistics
AIC, BIC, and BICc were similar from the two models (Table 3).

Individual fitted curves are generally close to the observed data (Figure 2B). We plotted the censored
observations as triangles at the assay limit of quantification (i.e., 50 copies/mL). As expected, the predicted
values for those observations (represented by triangles from bothmodels) were generally lower than the assay
limit. The fitted curves from the NLME model were smoother than those from the viral dynamics model,
reflecting the assumed smooth parametric form in the empirical NLMEmodel. Both models can accommodate
atypical viral load trajectories (see for example Patient ID: 40 from Figure 2). We also examined the observed
and predicted values using individual parameters and histograms of the individual weighted residuals from
the two models (see Figure 3). The patterns were very similar, suggesting that both models provided a
reasonable fit to the data. We performed sensitivity analyses by assuming a lognormal distribution for the

Table : Participant Characteristics (n=).

Characteristics
Mean (SD)

Age at ATI  (.)
ART duration, years  (.)

n (%)

Sex
Male  (%)

Infection phase at ART initiation
Acute  (.%)
Recent  (.%)
Chronic  (.%)

NNRTI-based regimen
Yes  (.%)

Nadir CD (cells/mm)
≤  (.%)
–  (.%)
+  (.%)
Missing  (.%)

Immune-stimulating intervention received prior to ATI
A
ALVAC-HIV (vCP)  (%)
IL + ALVAC-HIV (vCP)  (%)
IL + placebo ALVAC  (%)
Placebo ALVAC  (%)

A
ALVAC-HIV (vCP)  (.%)
ALVAC-HIV (vCP) + short-term ART withdraw  (.%)
Placebo ALVAC  (.%)
Placebo ALVAC + short-term ART withdrawals  (.%)

A
ALVAC-HIV (vCP) + KLH  (.%)
DCs infected w/ ALVAC-HIV (vCP) + KLH  (.%)

A
VRC-HIVDNA--VP  (%)
Placebo VRC-HIVDNA--VP  (%)

A
MRK Ad HIV- gag  (.%)
Placebo MRK Ad HIV- gag  (.%)
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random effects associated with β1 and/or β2 in the empirical model and found that the fitted reference curves
(i.e., mean prediction curves corresponding to setting random effects as 0) were very similar (Figure 3C).

Figure 4 presents a histogram of viral load set points obtained using two modeling approaches. The
median set points obtained from two approaches were similar: 4.44 log10 copies/mL from the empirical NLME

Figure 2: (A): Observed viral load data for 346 individuals who underwent interruption of antiretroviral therapy. (B): Model-fitted
curves for nine selected individuals. The blue dots represent observed viral load (log10-transformed) values over time. The blue
triangles represent viral load values thatwere belowassay limit (i.e., <50 copies/mL) andwere plotted at the assay limit. The black
line represents the empirical non-linear mixed effects (NLME) model fitted curve, and the red line represents the viral dynamics
model-fitted curve.

Table : Estimates of fixed-effects parameters (β̂) and standard deviations of the random effects parameters (ω̂), and their
standard error estimates (Ŝ.E.) from the empirical NLME and viral dynamics model.

Empirical NLME model Viral dynamics model

Parameters bβ ðdS:E:Þ bω ðdS:E:Þ Parameters bβ ðdS:E:Þ bω ðdS:E:Þ
β


. (.) . (.) λ . (.) . (.)
β


. (.) . (.) β . (.) × 
−

. (.)
β


. (.) . (.) ta . (.) . (.)
β


. (.) . (.) Np . (.) × 
−

. (.)
β


. (.) . (.) p . (.) . (.)
– – – m . (.) . (.)

Table : Model fitting statistics for the empirical NLME and viral dynamics (VD) models.

NLME VD

− Log-likelihood ,. ,.
Akaike information criteria (AIC) ,. ,.
Bayesian information criteria (BIC) ,. ,.
Corrected Bayesian information criteria (BICc) ,. ,.
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Figure 3: Model fit analysis. (A, B) NLME: Empirical nonlinear mixed effect model. VD: viral dynamicsmodel. IWRES are estimates
of the standardized residual based on individual predictions. (C) Black solid, original model; Red dashed, random effects for β2

lognormal; Blue dashed dotted, random effects for β1, β2 lognormal.
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model and 4.59 log10 copies/mL from the viral dynamics model. Viral set points obtained from the empirical
model were more symmetrically distributed, reflecting the assumption that random effects were normally
distributed. By contrast, the values obtained from the viral dynamics model were more skewed, with the lower
tail including very low values – possibly reflecting the behavior of post-treatment controllers.

When the likelihood has several localmaxima, the SAEMalgorithmdoes not guarantee convergence to the
global maximum of the likelihood. The SAEM algorithm used in Monolix makes uses of a simulated annealing
variant which improves the chance of converging to the global maximum (Kirkpatrick 1984; Lavielle 2014). We
performed sensitivity analyses using a range of different initial values and found that the resulting parameter
estimates did not differ substantially. Results are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. In practice, we recommend
careful selection of initial values by fitting simplified models, and running multiple chains and compare the
corresponding likelihood values to identify a global maximum.

We used both the empirical NLMEmodel and the viral dynamicsmodel to assess covariate effects on delay
in rebound and viral set points. The covariates we examined include: age at treatment interruption, Nadir CD4
count, the use of a NNRTI based regimen prior to ATI, infection phase at ART initiation (chronic vs. acute/
recent), and ART duration. Univariate and multivariate results are presented in Tables 4 and 5 respectively.

Figure 4: Histogramof set point values for empirical NLMEmodel and viral dynamicsmodel. The scale of (A) and (B) is between−4
and 6. The scale of (C) and (D) is between 3 and 5.
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Both models identified NNRTI-based pre-ATI regimen as a predictor for a delay in rebound. After including
NNRTI-based regimen in themodel, higher nadir CD4 count or older agewere also seen to be associated a delay
in rebound in the empirical NLME model or in the viral dynamics model respectively. Both models revealed
that higher nadir CD4 cell counts and ART initiation during acute/recent phase were associated with lower
viral set points.

We performed additional analyses to assess the effect of receiving immune-stimulating interventions
before ATI on viral rebound trajectories. One analysis was based on fitting the models separately among

Figure 5: Convergence plots for
empirical NLME model. The
range of initial parameters:
β1 ∈ (3.65,4.45),
β2 ∈ (4.97, 5.77),
β3 ∈ (1.25, 2.05),
β4 ∈ (2.89, 3.69),
β5 ∈ (−0.07,0.83).

Figure 6: Convergence plots for
viral dynamics model. The
range of initial parameters:
λ ∈ (300.16, 444.08),
β ∈ (4.21, 7.74), ta∈(0.01,
0.02), Np∈(7.64, 13.33),
p∈(2.50, 4.94), and m∈(3.30,
5.27).
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Table : Univariate covariate effects on delay in rebound and viral set points.

Delay in rebound

Empirical NLME (β2) Viral dynamics model (ta)

Covariates bβ �dS:E:�a p-Value bβ ðdS:E:Þa p-Value
Age at ATI . (.) . . (.) .
Nadir CD count
> vs. ≤ cells/mm

. (.) . . (.) <.
NNRTI-based regimen
Yes vs. No . (.) <. . (.) <.

Infection phase at ART initiation
Chronic vs. acute/recent . (.) . . (.) <.

Duration of ART (in years) . (.) . . (.) .

Viral set points

Empirical NLME (β1) Viral dynamics model

Covariates bβ ðdS:E:Þb p-Value bβ ðdS:E:Þb p-Value
Age at ATI . (.) <. . (.) .
Nadir CD count
> vs. ≤ cells/mm −. (.) <. −. (.) <.

NNRTI-based regimen
Yes vs. No . (.) <. . (.) .

Infection phase at ART initiation
Chronic vs. acute/recent . (.) <. . (.) .

Duration of ART (in years) . (.) . . (.) .

aTheβ coefficient represents difference in the targetedparameter (β for NLMEand log(ta) for VD) corresponding to one unit increase
in the covariate.
bThe β coefficient represents the difference in viral set points (log-transformed) for one unit increase in the covariate.

Table : Multivariate covariate effects on delay in rebound and viral set points.

Delay in rebound

Empirical NLME (β

) Viral dynamics model (ta)

Covariates bβ ðdS:E:Þa p-Value bβ ðdS:E:Þa p-Value
Age at ATI – – .(.) .
Nadir CD count
> vs. ≤ cells/mm

. (.) . – –
NNRTI-based regimen
Yes vs. No . (.) <. . (.) <.

Viral set points

Empirical NLME (β1) Viral dynamics model

Covariates bβ ðdS:E:Þb p-Value bβ ðdS:E:Þb p-Value
Age at ATI . (.) . – –
Nadir CD count
> vs. ≤ cells/mm −. (.) <. −. (.) <.

Infection phase at ART initiation
Chronic vs. acute/recent . (.) <. . (.) .

aTheβ coefficient represents difference in the targetedparameter (β for NLMEand log(ta) for VD) corresponding to one unit increase
in the covariate of interest, adjusting for other covariates in the model.
bThe β coefficient represents the difference in viral set points (log-transformed) for one unit increase in the covariate of interest,
adjusting for other covariates in the model.
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participants who had received immune-stimulating interventions prior to ATI and among those who had not.
This analysis was done for all participants and also restricted to study A5197 because ATI set point was a
primary endpoint of the study and a vaccine benefit trend, a 0.26 log10 copies/mL lower in set point, comparing
the vaccine arm to the placebo armwas reported (Schooley et al. 2010). The resulting stratified reference curves
(i.e., curves corresponding to setting random effects as 0) are presented in Figure 7. The stratified reference
curves were similar when combining data across studies (Figure 7A).When limiting attention to A5197, a lower
viral load set pointwas observed (3.80 vs. 4.44 log10 copies/mL)– consistentwith thefindings in Schooley et al.
(2010). A stratified analysis using the viral dynamic model also yielded a lower viral load set point for those
who had received immune-stimulating interventions prior to ATI. We fit a univariate model with an indicator
for treatment status added to β1 of the empiricalmodel, and estimated a 0.18 log10 lower in the viral set point (p-
value = 0.16) for the treated group.

4 Discussion

This paper presents model fitting results from two very different modeling approaches. The parameters of the
empirical NLMEmodel directly reflect features of the viral rebound trajectory, such as rate of rise and viral set
points. This model provides direct assessment of pre-ATI predictors on these features. The dynamic model
derives from a set of assumptions about the underlying within-host viral rebound dynamics: for example,
latently infected cells may become reactivated to become productively infected cells, which can die or release
virus to generate new infected cells. The prey/predator interactions between the virus and the immune system
are captured by tracking immune cell targets as well as an antiviral immune response. The parameters (e.g.,
target cell replenishment rate λ, infection rate β, the latent cell reactivation rate a, precursor immune cell
production rate m) have direct biological interpretations. In general, the parameters in the two models have
different interpretations: those in the empirical model represent features of the viral rebound trajectories
explicitly; those in the viral dynamics model represent different aspects of viral rebound kinetics in terms of
interactions of HIV viral particles and immune cells, which drive the viral rebound trajectories implicitly as
characterized in Figure 1B. For example, higher target cell production rate λ is associated with faster rate of
increase of viremia during rebound.

Although based on different sets of assumptions, both modeling approaches identified the use of a non-
nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor-containing regimen as being associatedwith delayed viral rebound.
This finding is consistent with Prague et al. (2019), who fit this model to a subset of ACTG patients with very
frequent viral load sampling during rebound. They allowed for a “washout” time after ARTwas stopped before
infection could spread, and found that this time was increased by about 3 days in individuals receiving
NNRTI-based ART. A similar result was found by Li et al. (2016) and Conway, Perelson, and Li (2019), who
examined only the time to rebound, and found that the time was longer after interruption of an NNRTI-based
regimen. The hypothesis is that the higher half-life of NNRTI drugs compared to NRTI or PI classes implies a
longer time until NNRTI drug levels decay sufficiently to allow spread of reactivating infection (Usach, Melis,
and Peris 2013). Because choice of ART could confound inference on viral rebound kinetics, and also lead to
NNRTI resistance, treatment interruption studies now preclude use of NNRTI or other long-acting anti-
retrovirals prior to ATI (Julg et al. 2019).

Amajor difference of ourmodels compared to previous approaches is that we consider the full time course
of rebound – as opposed to focusing only on the time to first detectable viral load which depends on frequency
of measurements. We also addressed left-censoring of HIV RNAmeasurements in the analyses. Using both an
empirical non-linear function and a viral dynamic model described by a system of differential equations, we
base estimates of time until viral load exceeds a threshold on all available information. This has important
statistical as well as clinical implications. From a statistical point of view, there may be predictors that are
strongly associated with only particular features of viral rebound (such as set point), but not with others (such
as timing). Such a scenario is consistent with current beliefs regarding HIV dynamics. Data from ACTG A5197
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provided an illustration that different interventions may impact different features of viral rebound trajectory:
whereas the vaccine group appeared to have a lower set point, the initial rising phases of the vaccine and
placebo groups were very similar (see Figure 7B).

From a clinical point of view, some characteristics of reboundmight be important for trials that conform to
requirements that ATI be of short duration (e.g., timing of rebound) whereas other characteristics might be
more important for assessing long-term patient outcomes (e.g., set point viral load). In addition, investigators
might be interested in studying both mechanisms of drug action—for example in reducing HIV reservoirs—as
well as drug effects on features of RNA rebound. The former might be based on estimation of dynamic model
parameters, and the latter might focus of time to rebound or set point. The viral dynamics model attempts to
model the rebound kinetics and makes more assumptions for the underlying mechanisms while the fitting of
the empirical model is informed by the observed viral load values only. As such, if the assumptions hold, we
would expect the viral dynamics model to make more efficient use of the data. Both models are nonlinear
mixed effects models andmay be sensitive to modelmis-specification. Hence, it would be valuable to use both

Figure 7: Reference curves
obtained from the empirical
NLME model, stratified by
treatment (immune-
stimulating) status. Solid:
treatment group; dashed:
control group.
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models for investigations such as characteristics of rebound and to assess the extent to which conclusions
derived from them are in agreement. Such consistency may help lend credence to results obtainable only by
one type of model.

Both modeling approaches permit the assessment of pre-ATI predictors on each model parameter. The
empirical model provides a means to assess the relationship between rate of rise or delay in rebound and viral
set points: examining the covariance of the random effects associated with the parameters that represent these
trajectory features. Future work on estimation of a flexible unstructured variance-covariance matrix for the
random effects would be useful. For assessment of covariate effects on the viral set points obtained from the
viral dynamics model, as the viral set point is not represented by a single parameter in the model, a two-stage
approach was employed. We recognize that by ignoring the fact that viral set points are obtained as functions
of multiple parameter estimates from the first stage, this two-stage approach might introduce bias into the
second-stage inference (Yang et al. 2018). We note that the development of valid inference methods for such
settings is needed. Our analyses focus on the assessment of covariate effects on two important features of viral
rebound trajectories: delay in rebound and viral load set points. It would also be of interest to evaluate the
covariate effects on each of the individual parameters in the viral dynamics model to separate out effects of
covariates on each component of the underlying viral dynamics process.

In both models, normality assumptions are assumed for the random effect distributions. Testing for
normality of the random effects distribution is important but difficult because the random effects are unob-
served. Furthermore, lack of normality in mixed models may arise from the error terms or the unobserved
random effects. For one-way error component model with balanced data, Galvao et al. (2013) proposed a test
for normality based on testing for skewness and kurtosis. For imbalanced settings, Chen and Wang (2020)
developed a normality test for the random effect distribution through the use of the Fleishman distribution, a
flexible four-parameter distribution which accounts for the third and fourth cumulants. Verbeke and Molen-
berghs (2013) proposed a gradient function, a sample average of the ratios of conditional and marginal
likelihood contributions for all individuals in the sample, as an exploratory diagnostic tool. Drikvandi, Ver-
beke, and Molenberghs (2017) further developed a formal diagnostic test based on this estimated gradient
function. It would be useful to extend this test to the current setting where the observations may be censored.

The consequences of misspecifying random effects distribution have been studied in both linear mixed
effects models (see for example, Butler and Louis, 1992; Verbeke and Lesaffre 1997), generalized linear mixed
effects models (McCulloch and Neuhaus 2011), and nonlinear mixed effects models (Hartford and Davidian
2000; Drikvandi 2019). These investigations suggested that the inference on fixed effects is relatively robust to
the violation of normality assumption for the random effects, while the inference on higher-order parameters
(e.g., variance) is sensitive to the normality assumption. This is not surprising as inference for first-order
quantities requires accurate estimation of second moments; while inference for second-order quantities re-
quires accurate estimation of moments up to the fourth moments, where a normal distribution would fail to
account for the skewness and kurtosis. We note that for the nonlinear mixed effects models, the consequences
ofmisspecifying random effects distribution also depend on the use of approximate inferential methods due to
the need to evaluate an intractable integral marginalizing out the random effects. Hartford and Davidian
(2000) compared the first-order expansion method (Sheiner and Beal 1980) and the Laplace approximation
method (Wolfinger and Lin 1997), while Drikvandi (2019) focused on the use of Gauss–Hermite quadrature. It
would be useful to confirm that the general conclusion also holdswhen a SAEMalgorithm is employed as in the
current paper.

Our analyses were based only on repeated viral load measurements. It would be of interest to investigate
whether joint modeling with other measures such as CD4 cell counts, which decline after ART interruption (Li
et al. 2016), improves model fit. The dynamic model is intended to represent the mechanism of interaction
between virus and immune system; hence, it describes the dynamics of main HIV target immune cells – CD4+
T cells. Incorporating CD4 cell counts may improve the identifiability of the model parameters. The pre-ATI
predictors we evaluated reflect values at a single time point (e.g., age at the start of treatment interruption), or
provide summaries over history (e.g., nadir CD4 count). Future workmight profitably focus on investigation of
the effect of longitudinal history profiles on features of viral rebound.
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